Ford pushed to be VP on Reagan ticket

Ray: Iowa is wild for Ford

President Ford arrived on Monday night for the Republican National Convention this week, as delegates across the country converge for the Republican convention in downtown Detroit.

"Iowa is wild for Ford," said one delegate.

Ford has been campaigning in Iowa, holding several rallies and appearances, and is expected to secure the Republican nomination on the first ballot.

Angry Lakeside tenants protest lack of repair to air conditioners

Residents of the Lakeside apartments in downtown Iowa City are protesting the lack of repair to their air conditioners.

City Manager Noel Berry said, "We've had several complaints about the air conditioners, but we're working on it." The tenants say they have not had adequate cooling since the start of the summer.
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Cable service opens

Resident in northeastern Iowa City will be the first to receive cable service beginning with the fall season.

City pays Eats on Tone

Iowa City and former firefighter Lisa Eckers Wood is back on the job with the city government.

WRAC coordinator named
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Briefly

Freed hostage has multiple sclerosis

According to reports, the freed hostage has been diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. The hostage, who was held for several months, has been undergoing medical treatment to manage the symptoms of the condition.

Cable TV to start in northeast I.C.

Residents of northeast Iowa are excited as cable television service is about to begin in the area. Officials announced that the service will start in the Phase I area, and residents are expected to begin receiving signals on their TVs.

Kasik gets post at VA Medical Center

Cdr. Kasik has been appointed to a post at the VA Medical Center, following his successful performance in his previous role.

Comments on State of the System

Chairman Bill Pepper expressed his satisfaction with the new cable system, stating that it will bring much-needed improvements to the service.

Eaton receives $29,000 from city in damages, back pay, attorney fees

The city of Iowa City has settled a lawsuit with Eaton for damages and attorney fees, totaling approximately $29,000. The settlement was reached after a full investigation of the case.

Costs of Medical Services

The costs of medical services, including hospital stays and treatments, have been found to be significantly higher than previously estimated. The increase is attributed to rising costs of medical equipment and supplies.

Postscripts

Rebecca Langer, Iowa's delegate to the convention, has expressed her support for the new initiatives in the state's healthcare system.

Peer review

Drs. Cooper and Lee have conducted a peer review of the new medical procedures, and their findings indicate that the results are promising.

Specialty Services

The specialty services division has opened new clinics in the area, providing better access to healthcare.

UL fac

- An insurance company has issued a new policy for fire Protection, offering better coverage for high-risk properties.

Co-op

A co-operative has been set up to provide supplies and equipment to small farmers in the region.

Iowa Fair

The Iowa State Fair is expected to attract thousands of visitors, with a variety of events and attractions planned.

WRAC

- The WRAC radio station has announced a new schedule, featuring a mix of local and national music programs.
Peek pressure could be reason for fewer false alarms at UI

By Ulysses Aviles

The number of false fire alarms and resulting fires at the University of Iowa has dropped in the past year. The decline may partly be due to a fire prevention campaign at the UI and local Iowa City officials.

The number of false alarms from the UI system declined from 286 in 1979 to 197 in 1980. In 1979, 76 of the 286 false alarms were incorrect, and 21 were forwarded to the hospital. In 1980, 58 of the 197 false alarms were incorrect, and 17 were forwarded to the hospital.

In 1980, the UI and local officials began a fire prevention campaign with the goal of reducing false alarms and improving the accuracy of alarms.

"In 1980, we started a fire prevention program," said Hauserman. "We made sure everyone knew the importance of the emergency phone number and the importance of being accurate with the information you give."
How past GOP candidates fared

A group of Whig, Democratic and Free Democrats — all opposed to slavery — vied against each other in the 1850s to become the party of the Union. After the Civil War, Republicans dominated the political scene until the 1960s, when the party was divided over the Vietnam War. Since then, the party has been in and out of power, with the most recent victory coming in 2016 under Donald Trump.

First ballot: Washington, D.C.

- Cleveland, Rutherford Hayes on first ballot. Won election.
- Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln on second ballot. Won election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on second ballot. Last election.
- Buchanan, James Buchanan on second ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on third ballot. Last election.
- Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln on third ballot. Last election.
- Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln on fourth ballot. Last election.
- Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln on fifth ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on fifth ballot. Last election.
- Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln on sixth ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on sixth ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on seventh ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on eighth ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on ninth ballot. Last election.
- Fillmore, Millard Fillmore on tenth ballot. Last election.

The following is a list of GOP candidates who have run for president and lost.

- Douglass, Frederick Douglass on first ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on first ballot. Last election.
- Hayes, Rutherford Hayes on first ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on second ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on third ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on fourth ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on fifth ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on sixth ballot. Last election.
- Garfield, James Garfield on seventh ballot. Last election.

The U.S. press and Afghanistan

By PAUL DOUGLASS

The American press has long been biased in its coverage of Afghanistan. However, the "partial" resolution of this supposedly irreparable problem may be positively resolved. The "free press" has deliberately and consistently lied to the American people about the situation in Afghanistan. We have made the mistake of believing the American people are marksmen, and that they will act accordingly. We have done this, in part, because we believe that the American people are marksmen, and that they will act accordingly. We have made the mistake of believing that the American people are marksmen, and that they will act accordingly. We have made the mistake of believing that the American people are marksmen, and that they will act accordingly. We have made the mistake of believing that the American people are marksmen, and that they will act accordingly.

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

Guest opinion

"Our free press" has deliberately and explicitly lied to us about the invasion of Afghanistan.
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Some of the other, new active retailers believe the best way to protect their peer (cereal) circulation is through a national campaign.

Wовать and some of the more ardent supporters have been locked in an infighting. Measures are being taken to bring the facility as possible to as fast as possible.

Four air-conditioners have been installed on the first floor of the building. At the Solon Nursing Care Center, the nursing staff are encouraged to keep the windows open and the doors open. Before Edwards, the facility's administrator.

"We're preparing meals with more fresh vegetables -- lighter dishes," she added.

Residents are also encouraged from going to the facility's outdoor recreation areas during the afternoon. The facility is located on the building's west side, which is fully exposed to the hot sun.

EDWARDS said the facility has purchased a number of chairs during the past week, and that one of them is used by the facility's nurse manager.

Two driving motorcycles accidentally hit another on Central Plaza Monday night and caused no injuries, Iowa City police officials said. The motorcycles were being driven to the University of Iowa Hospital by a medical student having a conference at the hospital.

"And we'd like to take a look at the history of the situation, he said.

Each bedroom also has its own en suite, and the facility has increased the number of the rooms with extra chairs.

For the People in the Midwest, South and West.
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Faculty duo to perform
by Judith Green
Art/Entertainment Columnist

Professor James Avery and Richard Blaschke present a revival of Tennessee Williams’ "A Streetcar Named Desire." Evening is their third appearance in a plane of the Lynn School’s Creations Festival in Freeburg, Ill. The two actors play Stanley and Blanche DuBois in the Company’s program are plays the stars perform at the theaters: "Great Blue
Ducks in A, Op. 111, one of the best
compositions of Liszt’s more mature
pieces, and Bruckner’s "Variations alle

"The Better West" was Tennessee’s last
competition before his premature
death, and it is the show many theatre
critics consider the author’s most
outstanding works. Williams, who
wrote and directed the show, did so
partly because he had grown into
and most part sets of stages as a way to his vision. The two-plays were the
"Satanic variations," "inexpensive
and colorful student music for "Intanent." Outside the "DRIDDP" director, in the
Richard Bloesch of the University of
Iowa, and West Michigan for a modern
"lament for the Iowan generation.
Rogel and Arthur Pasted. The musical that was in Des Moines.

Romanticism of ‘60s spurs theater group
by Tom Drone

Tom Johnson, artistic director of the
be two thes at a theater depart-
ment of the last six years, has long
suggested that he had a solution. He
"take his job for the last six years
has been a theater company in Gurnee,
In.

The Old Creamery is a very open
space. It’s a very open space. It’s a
very open space. It’s a very open
space.
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Reorganization of planning agency may save money

Early reports indicate Johnson County may save at least $60,000 on planning this fiscal year after the adoption of the Johnson County Regional Planning Commission.

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors is considering a reorganization of the county's planning department and is expected to make a decision in an early meeting. The board is looking at the possibility of forming a Regional Planning Commission and the city council is expected to make a decision in a meeting in early February to consider the cost of creating a Regional Planning Commission.

The commission would be responsible for overseeing the development of the Johnson County Regional Planning Commission and serving as a regional planning agency, according to a tentative budget proposal. The money would be allocated for planning in fiscal year 1981, only if the commission is formed, and would be used to support the planning effort.

The Iowa City Council and the Coralville City Council have yet to be consulted on the matter, according to a tentative budget proposal. A meeting was held on Tuesday to discuss the issue, and the commission would be expected to make a decision in a meeting in early February.
Minnesota fans find happiness in below average Raw Scores M, General Stars retain division leads

In men’s intramural sports, weights without play Tuesday, Raw Scores M and General Stars each retained a share of their division titles, posting wins over rivals.
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Sandys, a 5-1 senior, in the spotlight again.
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